ORANGE TEAM

The 2.009 Orange Team shall uphold the following Principles:

I. **Honesty**

   All team members shall be honest when discussing their availability and ability to complete certain tasks.

   If a team member is unhappy with an assigned task or a team decision, they should alert one of the SI’s or yoda’s, and we'll work together to find a solution.

II. **Communication**

   Team members shall clearly communicate their progress to their team and SI’s.

   Members should update the team if any issues arise, and request the necessary help to resolve the issue including from Pappalardo and/or course staff.

   All members shall check Slack daily and respond to the necessary messages within a 24 hour time frame outside of milestone weeks, and within 6 hours during milestone weeks.

III. **Respect**

   All team members shall respect each others ideas, beliefs, and experience.

   All members should strive to create a respectful environment where they can voice their opinion and be open to constructive criticism.

   Team members will treat Pappalardo staff, course staff, and all other users with the utmost respect.

   Team members will treat the Pappalardo Lab and all MIT facilities with respect.
IV. Teamwork

Never be afraid to ask for help from teammates or course staff - many hands make light work

All team members should be willing to help their teammates and share their knowledge throughout the course of the project

All team members shall work together to reach our common goal of creating a functional, helpful, and awesome 2.009 prototype

V. Work Habits

We want to avoid burnout - everyone should feel comfortable saying that they cannot take on a task if they don’t feel 100% able to

All members should be willing to ask for help, we are all here to support each other

VI. Take Care of Yourself!!!!!

All team members shall be committed to taking care of their mental and physical health throughout the entirety of the 2.009 semester

If any team members are struggling - whether it be mentally or physically - they will reach out to their team members, mentors, instructor, or proper MIT organization to receive the support they need

Agreed upon by team members: